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Hortus Ignotus. 
The Unknown Garden. 
  
The na*onal par*cipa*on of Cyprus at the 23rd Triennale Milano Interna*onal Exhibi*on en*tled Unknown 
Unknowns. An Introduc0on to Mysteries, has been assigned by the Cyprus Ministry of Educa*on, Culture, Sport 
and Youth and the Cyprus Architects Associa*on to the curatorial collec*ve formed by Chris*ana Ioannou, 
Daphne Kokkini, Spyros Nasainas and Christos Papastergiou. The curators, based in Cyprus, Greece and 
Switzerland, responding to the overall theme of the Triennale, conceived and designed Hortus Ignotus, an 
installa*on which reintroduces the idea of the enclosed garden as a condi*on that can be both curated and 
unknown.  

As they state in their proposal: „The garden, as a typology of the domes*c space has developed historically in 
Cyprus and the wider Mediterranenan area. The gardens of Nicosia appear so oTen in travelers’ narra*ves, and 
the accounts are so lyrically refined, that it seems as if the garden was informally recorded as the most important 
hidden element of the city, its ‘common secret’. The physical as well as the typological elements that cons*tute 
the nicosian garden, become the tools of our inves*ga*on and nego*a*on with the unknown, whether this lies 
inside the perimeter or is even embedded in the garden walls. We acknowledge the garden as a primary element 
that condenses archetypal features of domes*city and the rela*onship of humans with the environment, while, 
at the same *me it reflects religious and metaphysical percep*ons of what lies beyond in the idea of paradise.“ 
  
Hortus Ignotus consists of an audiovisual spa*al installa*on that will trigger the physical and intellectuall 
experience of the visitor, aiming to redefine the garden as a place for contempla*on as well as introspec*on, a 
place that can be mul*sensory but also reflec*ve, a threshold for the transi*on from the familiar to the 
imaginary and unknown. 

Curators & Exhibi*on design:  Chris*ana Ioannou, Daphne Kokkini, Spyros Nasainas, Christos Papastergiou 

Collaborators:    Aristofanis Hadjicharalambous, Panayiota Pieri 

Exhibi*on construc*on:   PH Furnishing Ltd 

Commissioner:   Katerina Koutsogianni (CAA, Cyprus Architects Associa*on) 

Co-organizers:   Cultural Services, Cyprus Ministry of Educa*on, Culture, Sport and Youth  

    and Cyprus Architects Associa*on 

Press conference:   Tuesday, July 12th 

Opening ceremony:   Wednesday, July 13th 

Private & ins*tu*onal visits:  Thursday, July 14th


